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“Consumer spending on furniture continues to grow, but
it’s a fragmented and challenging sector to operate in.

Physical stores remain a vital part of the purchase
journey but growth in digital capabilities has

fundamentally changed the way they’re used and the in-
store experience needs to be adapted to reflect this.”

– Thomas Slide, Senior Retail Analyst

This report looks at the following areas:

• Competing in a challenging sector
• The changing but ever-present role of the store
• Latest tech transforms the way people shop for furniture

Consumer spending on furniture grew 9.8% in 2017, underpinned by continued growth in the total
number of households while higher levels of inflation, a relatively strong housing market over the past
few years and steady growth in the availability of credit helped push the figure up.

However, towards the end of 2017 a squeeze on real wages and falling consumer confidence
threatened to hamper sales of big-ticket items and this heightened pressure contributed to the collapse
of retailers such as Warren Evans and Multiyork. But 2018 has seen inflation fall, easing some of the
pressure on household finances and leading to something of a recovery in consumer confidence.
However, with the housing market slowing and the continued uncertainty around the final Brexit
agreement, we think that growth in the market looks set to weaken.
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IKEA’s reputation for innovation and value makes it popular with the young
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Figure 51: User profile of Furniture Village, April 2018
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Difficulty in judging quality online

Shift to higher value purchases over the past year
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Living room and bedroom purchases dominate
Figure 55: Rooms they buy for, May 2018
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Bedroom becomes less of a focus with age
Figure 56: Rooms they buy for, by age group, May 2018

In-store and online level-pegging
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Huge number of furniture retailers

The online pureplays remain niche
Figure 63: Where they shopped for furniture in the last 12 months, May 2018

IKEA surges ahead …

… while Argos drops behind

Amazon continues to expand

Homebase troubles impact furniture business
Figure 64: Where they shopped for furniture in the last 12 months, May 2017 and May 2018

IKEA and Amazon battle for the middle ground
Figure 65: Where they shop for furniture, by age and socio-economic group, May 2018

Smartphone browsing peaks among eBay shoppers
Figure 66: Browsing online via a smartphone, by where they shopped, May 2018

Quality is the most important factor

Importance of reputation opens the way for branded stores to expand

Unique styles can make all the difference
Figure 67: Factors important in deciding where to shop for furniture, May 2018

Credit appeals to young, less affluent households

Showrooms hold less appeal to the young
Figure 68: Factors important in deciding where to shop for furniture, by age and socio-economic group, May 2018

Price, speed and credit are more important to online shoppers

How They Shop for Furniture

How They Browse for Furniture

Where They Shopped

Important Factors in Deciding Where to Shop
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Figure 69: Factors important in deciding where to shop for furniture, by how they shopped for furniture, May 2018

IKEA shoppers look for unique styles and a reputation for quality
Figure 70: IKEA shoppers’ important features in deciding where to shop, May 2018

John Lewis shoppers value quality, style and UK-made
Figure 71: John Lewis shoppers’ important features in deciding where to shop, May 2018

Credit appeals to DFS shoppers
Figure 72: DFS shoppers’ important features in deciding where to shop, May 2018

The changing role of the store
Figure 73: Behaviours related to shopping for furniture, May 2018

Young people most likely to buy on credit
Figure 74: Proportion saying they bought furniture on credit, May 2018

B&Q shoppers are most likely to have regretted a purchase
Figure 75: Agreement with the statement: ‘I purchased an item of furniture I later regretted’, by where they shopped for furniture,
May 2018

Stores essential to judge quality …

… but high-pressure selling tactics can deter people
Figure 76: Attitudes towards shopping for furniture, May 2018

Augmented reality app holds interest for younger shoppers
Figure 77: Interest in smartphone app to show how a piece of furniture would look in the home, by age and gender, May 2018

Economic uncertainty most likely to impact 25-34-year-olds
Figure 78: Concerns about the economy have led me to delay buying a large item of furniture, by age, May 2018
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